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Abstract Since the beginning of the 2010s, the number of investigations on micro-

plastics in freshwater increased dramatically. However, almost no study aims at

investigating the various sources and fate of microplastics in a catchment. This

chapter aims at analyzing the various sources and fate of microplastics for an

urban catchment and its hydrosystem (sewage, runoff, etc.). It presents the results

obtained during a 3-year study of the Paris Megacity. Such a study required the

development of appropriate sampling strategies for each compartment. It was high-

lighted that fibers are highly concentrated in the studied area, and therefore a focus

in this category of microplastics was carried out. The atmospheric fallout exhibited

important levels of fibers. However, at the scale of the Parisian agglomeration,

wastewater treatment plant disposals and combined sewer overflows represent the

major sources (number of fibers introduced per year) among the studied ones.

Keywords Fibers, Freshwater, Microplastics, Plastic pollution, Urban areas,

Urban impact

1 Introduction

Although the first scientific articles that identified plastic in the environment as

an issue are rather old [1, 2], efforts of the scientific community on this subject

actually started at the beginning of the twenty-first century with the 2004 paper

of Thompson et al. [3]. Studies highlighted the issue of microplastics (MPs)

and raise two main questions: (1) the interaction between plastic items and the
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physical-chemical environment (fragmentation, micro-pollutant exchanges) and

(2) their interaction with the biological compartment including ecotoxicological

effects but also biodegradation. As underlined by Dris et al. [4], the term

“microplastics” was used first in the Thompson article to describe mainly plastic

particles that are “fibrous, 20 μm in diameter, and brightly colored.” However, in

2008 another definition of microplastics with a much broader scope was proposed

that included all the particles with a size smaller than 5 mm [5]. Although, on the

basis of the usual scientific meaning of “micro,” microplastics will describe

“micrometric” particles (i.e., 1–1,000 μm), for the scientific community, the name

“micro” has to be understood following its Greek word μικρóς, meaning small (i.e.,

all particles <5 mm).

This issue of microplastics in the environment has received increasing attention

from the scientists, and the number of articles on this subject increased from less

than 10 in 2011 to more than 150 in 2016 (request on Scopus with the words

“microplastic” and “environment”). However, microplastics in freshwater environ-

ments represent only a small fraction of this amount. The first articles on

microplastics in freshwater were published in 2011 and focus mainly on Lake

Huron [6] and Los Angeles rivers [7] in the USA. Since that period, numerous

studies have been published covering all continents, with the exception of Antarc-

tica, and all the potentially impacted environments (water and sediment for the

aquatic environment, banks for the terrestrial environment). While at the beginning

mainly lakes have been investigated, it can be considered that now both lentic and

lotic ecosystems are investigated. Nevertheless, the dynamics of fibers and plastics

in urban catchments and hydrosystems are practically unknown. Their fate, transfer

routes, and processes in continental water have yet to be determined.

Cities can be considered as one of the major sources of MPs as they gather at an

especially high density all the activities that involve plastics and MPs including

textile uses, packaging, transportation, electronics, buildings, and constructions.

The aim of this work is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the sources and fate

of microplastics in an urban environment with a focus on the Paris Megacity. Often

referred to as the Paris agglomeration, this megacity is one the world’s 40 largest

with a population of over 10 million. The Paris agglomeration is crossed by the

Seine River, whose catchment drains an area of approximately 32,000 km2 from the

river’s headwaters to Paris. This catchment combines intense anthropogenic pres-

sures with a very limited dilution factor due to the low average flow of the Seine

River (350 m3 s�1 in Paris). As a consequence, the Paris agglomeration exerts a

dramatic pressure regarding pollutants on the river and provides a good case study

in order to understand the consequences of urban environments on continental

water. Moreover, to our knowledge, there is no case study dealing with MPs and

covering all the compartments of the urban system and fluxes that occur between

them. This study on Paris Megacity provides, from our point of view, the most

comprehensive overview of MP sources in an urban area and its interaction with

continental water.
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2 Types and Shapes of Microplastics: A Focus on Fibers

in Urban Areas?

MPs observed in freshwater not only cover several orders of magnitude in size, they

also cover a wide spectrum of shapes. This includes fibers (length� diameter) and

fragments (diameter � thickness) composed of different irregular shapes and

spheres. These can be considered as either primary or secondary MPs depending

on their origin.

Primary MPs are already manufactured in a size smaller than 5 mm. Two

different forms of primary MPs exist: preproduction pellets and microbeads.

Preproduction pellets are used in plastic industry. These virgin resins are melted

and then formed into consumer products [8]. Microbeads were first present in hand

cleaners that are used on rare occasion by the average consumer [9]. Microbeads

have also come to replace natural exfoliating materials in facial cleansers, which

are often used on a daily or at least weekly basis [10]. Secondary MPs stem from the

degradation and fragmentation of large debris. Thermal, mechanical, and photo-

degradation are important factors during the fragmentation process [11, 12].

We consider textile fibers to represent a special case. They can be considered as

secondary MPs as they come from the breakdown of large items (clothes). This

breakdown does not primarily occur in the environment but in the washing

machines during the laundry [13]. As a consequence, fibers are found in the disposal

of washing machines and, like primary MPs, enter the environment in a micro-

scopic size. The same study showed the presence of fibers at the disposal of waste-

water treatment plants (WWTPs). As a consequence, we would expect a

predominance of fibers in urban areas with large WWTPs. In addition, because of

the complexity of studying fibers, they are often overlooked. It is here decided as

consequence to give a specific attention to fibers.

Fibers are often not included on the key figures concerning plastic materials

[14]. However, a great proportion of the produced fibers are derived from petro-

chemical polymers. The international organization for standardization (ISO/TR

11827:2012 Textiles – Composition testing – Identification of fibers) proposed a

classification of the fibers according to their nature and origin.

Fibers that are used and commercialized can be either natural or man-made. The

natural fibers are categorized according to their origin into animal, vegetal, or

mineral fibers. For instance, cotton is a vegetal natural fiber and is very widely

used. Man-made fibers are obtained by a manufacturing process. The artificial ones

are made by the transformation of natural polymers. For example, rayon is artifi-

cially manufactured but is made from cellulose, which is a natural polymer. On the

other side, synthetic fibers are made from polymers that were chemically

synthetized. In this latter category, we can find plastic polymers (polypropylene,

PP; polyamide, PA; polyether sulfone, PES; etc.). The latter are most often the only

fibers that are included in the microplastics definition in the different studies.

Bicomponent fibers also exist and are composed of two fibers forming polymer

components, which are chemically and/or physically different.
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In 2014, a total of 91 million metric tons of textile fibers were produced [15], of

which 63 million metric tons were man-made fibers and 58 million metric tons were

plastic fibers (�20% of the world’s plastic production).

3 Source and Fate of Microplastics on the Paris Megacity

3.1 Overview of the Approach

Between 2014 and 2016, an investigation of several sources and fluxes of MPs has

been carried out on the Paris Megacity. The following sources have been

investigated:

1. Atmospheric fallout

2. Runoff water

3. Gray water

4. Wastewater and WWTP outlets

5. Combined sewer overflows (CSOs)

A map of Paris Megacity as well as the location of the various sampling sites is

presented (Fig. 1). More details on the methodology and the approach can be found

in Dris [16–18].

One of the challenges of a holistic study is that the different sample types will

require different sampling methods. For instance, atmospheric fallout requires the

use of a funnel for sampling, while automatic samplers including pumping devices

are needed for the inaccessible canals of wastewater and CSOs. The other difficulty

for such a systemic approach is the interpretation and comparison of the results. The

atmospheric fallout is intrinsically expressed differently than the other compart-

ments (fibers per surface and time unit rather than a concentration). Moreover, the

interpretation has to take into consideration the time and space scale differences

among the compartments. For instance, atmospheric fallout is a diffusive perma-

nent source, whereas WWTP outlets represent a punctual but permanent source,

while CSOs are punctual in time and space. The best way to work around this and

be able to understand the sources of MPs is to consider the fluxes between the

various compartments, for instance, on an annual basis. In this chapter, a first

attempt to describe this approach is presented (Table 1).

3.2 Microplastics Encountered in the Different
Compartments

The various concentrations of fibers and fragments encountered in each compart-

ment are synthetized in Fig. 2. The total atmospheric fallout was investigated at two
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sampling sites: one in a dense urban environment and one in suburban environment

[17]. Only fibers were encountered and fragments were not detected. Throughout

the year of monitoring (site 1), the atmospheric fallout ranged from 2 to

355 fibers m�2 day�1 (110 � 96 fibers m�2 day�1, mean � SD), indicating a

high annual variability. On site 2, the atmospheric fallout was estimated around

53 � 38 fibers m�2 day�1. When the levels on both sites are compared, the

suburban site systematically showed fewer fibers than the urban one. We hypo-

thesize that this difference can be explained by the density of the surrounding

population, which is considered as a proxy of local activity. However, this has to be

confirmed through investigations at other sites.

A suburban catchment with a separate sewer (wastewater and runoff water are

collected separately) was considered for the urban runoff (unpublished data). The

Sucy-en-Brie (R1, Fig. 1) catchment area reaches 261 ha, and its impervious

Fig. 1 Map of Paris Megacity and location of the various sampling sites [23]

Table 1 Used methods and sampled volumes for the various compartments

Sampling method Sampled volume

Atmospheric fallout A collection funnel Continuous monitoring

Urban runoff, WWTP effluents, CSOs Automatic samplers 200–1,500 mL

Fibers in freshwater 80 μm mesh size net 0.2–4 m3

Fragments in freshwater 300 μm mesh size net 50–200 m3
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surface coefficient is about 27%. At the outlet of this catchment, stormwater was

collected during five different precipitation events between October 2014 and

March 2016. Runoff concentrations at the catchment outlet ranged between

24 and 60 fibers L�1 with an average of 35 fibers L�1. By considering the rainwater

volumes collected during the atmospheric fallout experiments, a median concen-

tration of 40 fibers L�1 of rainwater can be estimated. Fragments of plastic were

also recovered in the runoff on three of the five sampled events and consisted

mainly of foamy and irregular shapes. Concentrations ranged from <2 to 16 frag-

ments L�1. The number of fragments was systematically lower than the number of

fibers, and there is no correlation between both types of MPs.

MPs were also analyzed at various scales of the sewer system: from the outlet of

washing machines to the outlet of WWTPs (unpublished data except for few

samples of oneWWTP outlet [18]). Washing machine effluents have been collected

at four volunteers’ homes. The washings were carried out in their own washing

machines with their own items. To have a more realistic vision, participants were

asked to not change anything from their habitual washing process. Therefore,

clothes made from natural, artificial, and synthetic fibers were all included, without

any preselection. Concentrations between 8,850 and 35,500 fibers L�1 were

encountered compared to 120 and 810 fibers L�1 for control washes (without

clothes), confirming the large amount of the fibers disposed of in washing

machines’ effluents.
The wastewater entering four WWTPs of the Paris agglomeration was consi-

dered. Generally, wastewater is highly contaminated with fibers with the average

concentration being of 248 � 109 fibers L�1 (mean � SD, n ¼ 20) reaching a

Fig. 2 A synthesis of the total fibers and fragment concentrations in the investigated urban

compartments as well as the fluxes of synthetic fibers between different compartments. Only

data about total fibers (natural fiber like cotton + artificial and synthetic fibers) are available for

CSOs and runoff, and therefore the latter is not included in the synthetic fiber flux estimations [24]
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maximum of 473 fibers L�1. In comparison, another study found similar values

about 180 textile fibers L�1 [19].

Unlike fibers, fragments were only rarely collected, probably because of the low

volumes of the samples (100–400 mL). In the 20 samples studied, 16 did not

contain any fragments. For the four remaining samples, three contained one frag-

ment, while the other contained two fragments. These small values indicate a

potential upper limit for the concentration of these particles. No fragments in a

400 mL sample, for instance, imply a concentration <2.5 particles L�1. Larger

values were observed in other studies: 430 particles L�1 [19] or 13 particles L�1

[20]. If this variation in fragment concentrations is site dependent or is related to

different methodologies, it remains unknown at the moment. Fragments could, in an

oversized sewage network, settle inside the sewer during dry weather periods and

reach the WWTP only at low concentrations. It is known that Paris wastewater

sewerage system is oversized leading to a very low flow velocity and therefore a

high sedimentation of particles inside the sewer.

Two WWTPs were selected in order to estimate the treatment efficiency. Seine

Centre WWTP was considered for the case of a treatment by biofilters, while Seine

Aval WWTP is a conventional activated sludge plant. For Seine Centre, three

sampling campaigns on three consecutive working days were carried out. Raw

wastewater after pretreatment, settled wastewater (after the primary clarifier), and

treated water (after the biofilters treatment) were all considered. Only limited

volumes were considered here. As the disposal channel of Seine Aval is large and

long enough to be navigable, a manta trawl with a 330 μmmesh size was towed by a

motor boat in the upstream direction in order to sample high volumes (68 m3) and

count fragments.

In the case of Seine Centre, only fibers were encountered. The results suggested

a removal from 83 to 95% of the fiber contamination. Other works showed higher

removal efficiencies of MPs by WWTPs, i.e., between 95 and 99% [20, 21]. How-

ever, all these results are hardly comparable since methods used vary from one

study to another.

Fragments were detected at the outlet of the WWTP Seine Aval because larger

volumes were integrated. Irregular fragments were observed primarily, and foams,

films, and spheres were found punctually. The number of fragments observed in the

treated water varies between 6 � 10�5 and 3 � 10�4 fragments L�1. The concen-

trations of fragments are much lower than the levels of fibers observed in the

automatic sampler samples (105 more fibers). Being able to observe fragments in

the manta trawl samples is also an additional indication that fragments are present

in WWTP effluents but just too scarce to be observed in small sample volumes.

A combined sewer system collects rainwater runoff and domestic sewage.

However, during heavy rainfall events, the volume of water may exceed the

capacity of the sewer and can cause flood events. In this situation, untreated

water is discharged directly into the water bodies. In this context, 500 mL samples

were collected at La Briche CSO outlet during three events.

Both fragments and fibers were encountered in the CSO samples. For fibers,

levels of 190,898 and 1,046 fibers L�1 were detected. The presence of fibers is most
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likely due to the combined contribution of both wastewater and runoff. The levels

observed in CSOs are higher than the levels in strict separated runoff. For two of the

three samples, concentrations were higher than the concentrations in wastewater. A

settlement of particles during dry weather periods and their re-suspension when the

flow increases was described on the literature [22]. A similar behavior could be

expected for the fibers. The level of fibers also depends on the previous rain events:

the first sampling was conducted after a long period of heavy rainfall, which might

have induced a decrease in the amount of fibers in the sewer system.

Levels of fragments vary between 35 and 3,100 fragments L�1. The levels are

especially high even if they vary by two orders of magnitude. Lower concentrations

of fragments in comparison to fibers can be observed except for the event present-

ing the highest runoff contribution and volume.

3.3 Fiber Fluxes in Different Compartments

As fibers are of utmost importance concerning MP pollution in freshwater, it is

especially interesting to assess the relative contribution of the various sources. In

this section, the number of fiber fluxes is estimated at the scale of the Paris Megacity

(surface area around 2,500 km2–10 million inhabitants). The number of MP fibers is

used to estimate the mass fluxes. Because the fibers were measured, the cumulated

total length of the fibers was calculated. The length was coupled with their approx-

imated diameter to evaluate the volume. It was estimated that diameters ranged

between 5 and 100 μm with an average diameter of 25 μm. Therefore, with the total

volume and specific densities of the plastic polymers (1 g cm�3 for the PA and

1.45 g cm�3 for the PET, corresponding to polymers widely used in the textile

industry), total masses can be estimated. The results are summarized in Fig. 2.

• Atmospheric fallout. According to the average atmospheric flux of total fibers at

the urban and suburban sites (110 and 53 fibers m�2 day�1), we can estimate that

at the scale of the Paris agglomeration between 1.2 and 2.5 � 1011 fibers could

originate annually from the atmosphere. According to our analyses, we calculate

that 30% of these fibers are plastic polymers. Therefore, between 3.5 and

7.6 � 1010 MPs would fall per year from the atmosphere on the Paris agglomer-

ation. The masses of plastic fibers are likely between 6 and 17 metric tons.

• Gray water. Based on the water consumption for washing machine in France

(14.4 L inhab�1 day�1) and 10 millions of inhabitants, we assess that between

4 � 1014 and 2 � 1015 fibers are discharged annually into the wastewater.

However, the washing machine fibers were not chemically characterized in

this work. Two hypotheses can be assumed. For the first one, we can consider

that, at a global scale, 60% of these fibers are synthetic, according to the

Europeans’ uses and supposing also that both categories of fibers tear off

similarly from clothes. The second hypothesis is based on a talk at the SETAC

Europe 2016 conference indicating that MPs account for 5% of the fibers at the
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disposal of washing machines [23]. Therefore, based on both scenarios (5 and

60% of synthetic fibers), between 2 � 1013 and 1 � 1015 annual MP fibers are

discharged into the wastewater at the Paris agglomeration scale. This corre-

sponds to a mass between 6 and 437 metric tons/year.

• Wastewater. As 2.3 million m3 wastewater are treated daily for the Paris

agglomeration, between 6 � 1013 and 4 � 1014 fibers flow annually in the

wastewater. Assuming that the proportion of synthetic fibers remains constant

between the washing machine disposal and the entry of the wastewater treatment

plant, it was considered that between 5 and 60% of the fibers in wastewater are

synthetic. Therefore, between 3 � 1012 and 3 � 1014 synthetic fibers, i.e.,

between 2 and 225 metric tons of fibrous MPs, flow annually on wastewater.

By applying the removal rates of WWTP Seine Centre (between 80 and 95%) to

the global estimation made above for the wastewater, we estimate that the Paris

agglomeration releases annually between 2 � 1011 and 5 � 1013 plastic fibers

into the surface waters, corresponding to a mass between 0.1 and 45 metric tons.

• Combined sewer overflows. CSO discharges in the Paris combined sewage

system are approximated about 21 million m3 year�1, corresponding to a

potential introduction into the freshwater of between 4 and 5 � 1012 fibers

annually. It is hard to provide an accurate estimation of the proportion of

plastic polymers among those fibers.

3.4 Comparison of Microplastic Sources in Freshwater

Among the various sources investigated, fibers were always present, while frag-

ments were mainly detected in the urban runoff and the CSOs. The atmospheric

compartment was confirmed as a source of fibers including MPs. These fibers could

have different sources including synthetic fibers from clothes and houses, degrada-

tion of macroplastics, landfills, or waste incineration. The characterization indicates

that the hypothesis of the clothing being the main source of these fibers is the most

plausible (proportion of polymers close to the uses on the textile industry). These

fibers in the atmosphere, including MPs, could be transported by wind to the aquatic

environment or deposited on surfaces of cities or agrosystems. After deposition,

they could impact terrestrial organisms or be transported into the aquatic systems

through runoff. Future work is needed in order to investigate these atmospheric

fibers and understand where they come from, where they end up, and which

mechanisms and factors lead to their transport and their fallout. The distance over

which a fiber could be transported is also still unknown. In this study, it was not

possible to assess whether the observed fibers come from very close sources in the

proximity or from distant places. MPs found in isolated lakes suggest that the

transport could occur over long distances [24]. It seems that atmospheric fallout

is a significant source of MPs and should be considered when investigating MPs in

freshwater. In addition to atmospheric fallout, other sources have to be considered

like fibers that can deposit directly from the clothes of people walking on streets. In
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addition, fibers coming from dry weather atmospheric fallout could be re-suspended

by wind or washed during the roads and streets cleaning, limiting the accumulation

between two rain events.

While only fibers were detected in atmospheric fallout, runoff contained also

fragments. It suggests that fibers can be transported by air, while the larger

fragments seem to fall directly on surfaces and wait to be transported by the

urban runoff, if not cleaned by road cleaning services. We can suppose that the

fragments stem from the degradation of larger debris, but this hypothesis still needs

verification.

WWTPs were also studied as potential sources of MPs. Fibers were found in

washing machine effluents and consequently in wastewater. Mechanisms and

dynamics that fibers undergo inside of a sewage system are up to now not reported

in the literature. The roughly estimated flux of fibers entering WWTPs lies in the

same range as the amounts supposedly discharged by washing machines. The

estimation range is however large and fluxes could be potentially lower. Because

the transport duration in the sewer systems is probably short (max. 48–72 h), it is

considered that no fragmentation occurs. On the other hand, a sedimentation

process during dry weather periods in the sewage network is possible. WWTP

effluents are perhaps the most investigated sources to the receiving systems. For the

different Parisian WWTPs, the estimated number of MP fibers even with a removal

of fibers between 80 and 95% is higher than the fibers coming from atmospheric

fallout. The WWTP effluents seem to be the major source of fibers in comparison to

other MPs.

In contrast, CSOs contain both high fragments and fiber concentrations. It

appears that CSOs are the main and major input of MP fragments into the fresh-

water. Moreover, the fact that it presents concentrations of fibers sometimes higher

than wastewater tends to confirm a re-suspension of sewer deposits during wet

weather periods.

The knowledge on the various dynamics and mechanisms of MPs in urban

catchments is still very coarse. For instance, conditions driving the fibers suspen-

sion, the aerial transport, and the fallout processes are unknown. If some sources

and fluxes have been identified, it is necessary to compare the results obtained on

the Paris Megacity on other case studies all over the world.

4 Monitoring Microplastics in the River Seine

4.1 Overview of the Approach

In a preliminary study published at early stages of this work, we tested two different

mesh size nets to sample the river Seine [18]. It highlighted the differences between

a small (80 μm) and a larger mesh size (330 μm). Fibers are highly concentrated and
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the use of the 80 μm mesh size is preferred. Fragments on the other hand are less

abundant, and sampling higher volumes is mandatory, requiring large mesh size

(330 μm). In this chapter, both methods were employed. Moreover, because fibers

seem to characterize the area of the case study and are less investigated by the

previously published investigations on freshwater, a long-term monitoring from

April 2014 to December 2015 was carried out on four stations (P2–P5) on the Seine

River from upstream to downstream Paris plus one station on the Marne River (P1).

For the fragments, only five different campaigns were carried out on the

various sites (Fig. 1).

4.2 Fibers in the Seine and Marne Rivers

Concentrations through the year in the Marne River (P1) range between 5.7 and

398.0 fibers m�3 with a mean concentration of 100.6 � 99.9 fibers m�3

(mean � SD). From the upstream to the downstream points, the concentrations

are 48.5 � 98.5 fibers m�3 (P2), 27.9 � 26.3 fibers m�3 (P3), 27.9 � 40.3 fibers m
�3 (P4), and 22.1 � 25.3 fibers m�3. Variations occurred in a parallel way on the

different sites. This could indicate that global factors that vary equally for all sites

are more likely to affect the concentrations than local factors. The variations in

diffusive inputs or seasonal changes could be at cause. We could also suspect a

relation with the river flow variations, but no clear correlation was found. None-

theless, a tendency to always have low fiber levels during high-water-flow periods

was observed. During low-water-flow periods, levels are much more variable and

could be influenced by different parameters such as the input of fibers, either from

punctual sources (WWTP, CSO), diffusive sources (atmospheric fallout), or a pos-

sible re-suspension of fibers from the sediments.

It is possible to assess the annual fluxes of fibers in the Seine River using the

19 punctual fluxes calculated at each site. The increase between the most upstream

and most downstream point (P2 and P5) is only 6%, which is much smaller than the

uncertainty induced by the short-term variability (unpublished data). As a conse-

quence, it seems regarding the fibers that the impact of the Paris agglomeration is

rather small. Current state of knowledge does not allow to understand and explain

this non-increasing pattern. In fact, between P2 and P5, two tributaries (Marne and

Oise Rivers), three WWTP disposals (Seine Amont, Seine Centre, and Seine Aval),

and numerous CSOs join the Seine River. Sinks that counterbalance these inputs

could explain the fact that similar fluxes are found from upstream and downstream

Paris. We suspect an important role related to the sedimentation and deposition on

the banks of the fibers. Further research on the fate of the fibers is still required.

The minimum and maximum estimated fluxes for the site P5 are 2.8 � 1010 and

6.1� 1011 fiber/year with a mean of 1.8� 1011. With the hypothesis that 65% of the

fibers are synthetic, we approximate that between 1.8 � 1010 and 4.0 � 1011 MP
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fibers flow in 1 year in this site corresponding to an estimated mass of synthetic

fibers between 0.01 and 0.34 metric tons flow per year. The evolution of this flux

toward the estuary has to be determined in order to be able to determine the input

from freshwater to the marine environment in terms of MPs.

4.3 Comparison with the Fragments

There is a large difference in the concentration levels between fibers and fragments.

The mean fiber concentration is around 45 fibers m�3 (n ¼ 95 samples), while the

mean fragment concentrations considering both methods is around 0.54 frag-

ments m�3 (n ¼ 17 samples). As a consequence, using two different sampling

methods for fibers and fragments seems really pertinent. While analyzing fibers

needs the use of a small mesh size, sampling higher volumes is mandatory to collect

other shapes of MPs.

By assuming a mean fiber length (973 μm) and diameter (25 μm) and for the

fragments the mean area (168,000 μm [2]) and roughly estimated thickness

(35 μm), the volumes of a typical particle for each shape can be approximated.

Combining MP proportions and polymer densities hypotheses (1 and 1.45 g cm�3),

the mass concentrations were approached.

It was estimated that the mean concentration for synthetic fibers is of 2 � 10�5

g m�3, while it is of 3� 10�6 g m�3 for fragments. Because of the small amount of

data, the fragment mass flux was not estimated. However, it seems with this result

that even if a fragment is bigger than a fiber on average, the fragment mass fluxes

would be one order of magnitude smaller than fiber mass fluxes.

5 Conclusions and Perspectives

Although information on MPs in freshwater increased dramatically over the very

recent years, there is, until now, neither a systematic overview of the sources, fate,

and sinks on a catchment scale nor a link between the catchment characteristics and

the concentration of MPs in receiving systems.

A first attempt was made on the urban catchment of Paris Megacity and its main

drainage system: the Seine and the Marne Rivers. During almost 3 years, samples

have been collected from atmospheric fallouts and urban runoff, from upstream to

downstream of the sewage system, and in the rivers. The key results are:

• The importance of the fiber category (near urban areas at least), which includes

not only plastic fibers but also other synthetic fibers like rayon, which might also

have an environmental impact.
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• The necessity to split MPs in two categories: fibers and fragments. Sampling

protocols often do not allow the sampling of fibers. This study shows that micro-

plastic fibers are numerous in the catchment and in the receiving system and

cannot be neglected. Of course the impact of such fibers is still unknown and

must be investigated. Fragments are two orders of magnitude less abundant than

fibers, but with different environmental impacts and must also be analyzed.

• Atmospheric fallouts constitute a significant flux of fibers at the scale of an urban

catchment. Up to now, the dynamics of these fibers in the atmosphere, its

interaction with the catchment surface, the alternating mechanisms of fallout/

re-suspension, and the length scale of the movement of a fiber in the atmosphere

remain unknown. Moreover, while studies point out at the rivers as a major

introduction way of the fibers from the continental into the marine environment,

this study suggests that the atmospheric compartment and the wind should be

further investigated as a potentially major contributor.

• Washing machines seem to be a major source of fibers, including MP fibers.

However, wastewater treatment plants play a major role in the reduction of fibers

and microplastic fragments, which are probably transferred to sludge. Investi-

gation of sludges and, when sludge spreading takes place, of agricultural land

has still to be reinforced.

• Sampling protocol of fragments in rivers has to be improved, in order to decrease

the uncertainty in downstream flow estimates.

• Concerning fibers, surprisingly no obvious increase of the upstream-downstream

flow has been observed. Various in-river phenomena may explain this, but both

in situ measurements and lab experiments have to be conducted to clarify this

point.

Actually, this study is only the starting point of a more comprehensive work

related to the dynamics of (micro)plastics at a catchment and especially urban

catchment scale. Other places have to be investigated and consistent interdisciplin-

ary research programs conducted. This study showed mainly that the identification

of the sources and the fate of microplastic in freshwater is complicated and that a

systematic and holistic approach is required.
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